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New first-order conformally covariant differential operators P, on spinor-k- 
forms, i.e., tensor products of contravariant spinors with k-forms, in an arbitrary n- 
dimensional pseudo-Riemannian spin manifold, are introduced. This provides a 
series of generalizations of the Dirac operator P, in analogy with the series of 
generalizations (introduced by the author in [ 1]) of the Maxwell operator and the 
conformally covariant Laplacian 0 on functions. In particular, new intertwining 
operators for representations of SV(2,2) and SO(p + 1, q + 1) are found. Related 
nonlinear covariant operators are also introduced, and mixed nonlinear covariant 
systems are obtained by coupling to the Yang-Mills-Higgs-Dirac system in 
dimension 4. The spinor-form bundle is isomorphic with E’” = E @ E BE, where 
E is the spin bundle, and the P, give a covariant operator on sections of Ec3’. This 
is generalized to a covariant operator on E We’) The relation of powers of these 
operators to higher-order covariant operators on lower spin bundles (analogous to 
the relation between Fn* and 0) is discussed. Cj 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Because conformal deformations and transformations are the most general 
ones preserving causality, conformally covariant differential operators have 
long been important in physics. Well-known examples of such operators, 
in the general setting of an n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold 
M, are the covariant Laplace/wave operator B = 0 + (n - 2)K/4(n - 1) 
(K = scalar curvature) and the Dirac operator !U (if A4 has spin structure). 
The conformal properties of ri are treated by Orsted in [ 11-13 1, and those of 
9 are treated by Kosmann in [9]. 
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In [ 11, the present author introduces conformally covariant Laplace/wave 
operators mk on k-forms, in which the 6d and dt? terms are weighted 
differently, and the curvature “correction” depends on the Ricci tensor. This 
series of operators specializes to b on functions, and to the Maxwell 
operator 6d on “vector potentials” ((n - 2)/2-forms if n is even). As a conse- 
quence, one has new intertwining differential operators for representations of 
SU(2,2) and SO(p + 1, q + 1). 
The present paper arises from a desire to find a natural series of first-order 
conformally covariant operators P, generalizing P (i.e., with P, = !8), in 
analogy with the series 8,. We do this by introducing spinor coefftcients for 
differential forms. The operators we find are natural in the sense that they 
are built from a spinor-form exterior derivative d and coderivative 8, and 
from interior multiplication by the fundamental tensor-spinor (or spin 
representation, or y-matrices) y. 
The collection (Pk) is related to the collection (&) in much the same way 
as Tp is related to 6. We recall that in a flat space, Tp2 is just •i = m acting on 
a multiplet of fields. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we standardize notation 
and introduce the basic natural operators on spinor-forms out of which the 
P, are built. In Section 2, we construct P, directly from the requirement of 
covariance under conformal deformation of the metric and of y. In Section 3, 
we show that the P, are also covariant under conformal transformations, 
which, unlike generic diffeomorphisms, determine an action on spinors. In 
Section 4, we show that a distinguished nonlinearity (the (n + I)/(n - 1) 
“power” of the field), may be added to P, without disturbing conformal 
covariance. This is analogous to the situation for 9, where the correct 
“power” is also (n + l)/(n - 1) (see [2]); and for l&, where the correct 
“power” is (n + 2)/(n - 2) (see [ 1]), We also show that in dimension 4, all 
the new operators (specifically, operators based on b,, P, , and P2) can be 
coupled into a Yang-Mills-Higgs-Dirac system in a way which does not 
disturb the conformal covariance discussed in 131. This produces new kinds 
of “mixed nonlinearities,” and new contributions to the Yang-Mills current. 
In Section 5, we use the fact that the tensor square E’*’ = E @E of the 
spin bundle is isomorphic with the exterior bundle A to realize the 
collections (Ok) and (P,J as operators on sections of E’*’ and Et3), respec- 
tively. In this language, we can make precise the relation between (P$ and 
@,J. We then find a covariant operator P(*I+ ‘) on sections of Ec21t1), 12 0, 
generalizing 9 = PC’) and (P,J - Pc3), and discuss applications to the general 
classification problem for conformally covariant operators. Finally, we 
indicate how all this fits into the theory of intertwining differential operators 
for SU(2,2) and SO@ + 1, q + 1). 
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1. NATURAL FIRST-ORDER OPERATORS ON SPINOR-FORMS 
Let M be a smooth n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian (!Z%) spin 
manifold, with metric tensor g and fundamental (1,0) tensor-(1, 1) spinor 
(spin representation) y. (See, e.g., 171.) Let 9::: be the space of smooth 
(p, 4) tensors-(r, s) spinors in M, Y’ = 5?,$, and 8’ = 9:;;. p and r are 
the contravariant degrees; a vector (resp. spinor) field is an element of C3’ 
(resp. 8’). g and y are connected by the “anticommutation relation” 
y*p + y”y” = -2g@z, (1.1) 
where Z is the identity on 8’. Here and below, Greek letters represent tensor 
indices. Let V denote covariant differentiation in the YR and spin 
connections. By definition, Vg = 0 and Vy = 0. 
A spinor-k-form ly is an element of 9’:;: whose tensor part is a k-form; Y 
can be thought of as an alternating multilinear map 
We denote by gk (resp. 9;) the space of smooth k-forms (resp. spinor-k- 
forms). Note that any !P E Yk is a finite sum of “simple” elements w  @ U, 
where y/E&’ and uE~~. 
Interior (z) and exterior (E) multiplication of forms by XE C?’ or r E &, 
are defined as in [ 11; they extend to operators on -i”;, in the obvious way. As 
operators on gk or Pi, we have in a local frame 
e7) E(C) + 48 +I) = ‘P5r1,w (1.2) 
(usual summation convention), where q, <E g,. We would also like to 
define interior and exterior multiplication by an element c of .9~:~, or, 
equivalently through g, an element [ of 9:::. On simple elements !P = v @ u 
of 2;, we set 
in a coordinate frame, and extend to all of Yk by additivity. Interior and 
exterior multiplication by B E Yr are the operators 
z(B)u = B” @ @,)u, 
c(B)u = B, @ E(dXa)U, 
which carry 2Tk to Yk-, and Yk+ 1, respectively. 
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We define the extended exterior derivative d and coderivative 6 on simple 
elements of Yk by 
d(v 0 u) = ‘y 0 du + E(VV)U, 
f&y 63 24) = I// @ 624 - z(VIy)u. 
Since for fE P(M), dCfu) =fdu + E(@)u, and Gcfu) =f& - z(df)u, 
these are consistent definitions which may now be extended to all of Pk. 
The operators which we shall study &st are R-linear combinations of 
D = z(r)d, E = &(y), F = J&(Y), G = c(y)8 
on Yk. In a local frame, 
((D+E)Y), ,... a,=-((F+G)ylY), ,... ak=~‘V2yla ,... ak. 
In particular, 
D+EtF+G=O. (1.3) 
On PO = 8’, D =-F is the Dirac operator and E = G = 0. 
2. COVARIANCE UNDER CONFORMAL DEFORMATION 
Let M be as above, and suppose we have two conformally related YR 
metrics g = .R2g, J2 > 0 E P(M). An “orthonormal” frame (X,) for g, 
can be identified with the “orthonormal” frame (X,) = (a -IX,) for g. This 
allows us to identify a spinor w  on (M, g) with a spinor y’ on (M, g),-by the 
requirement that w  and I# be represented by the same CN-vector in some 
(and thus any) spin frame. Thus we have an identification of 5%‘t::(M, g) 
with ,%‘i;‘p,::(M, g) extending the automatic identification of tensor fields. 
In this section, we shall use a notation similar to that of [3]. Suppose that 
corresponding frames (X,), (XJ have been chosen. We underline all 
geometric structures calculated with respect to g, and all indices referring to 
the frame Cx,). 
Suppose now that the spin representations on (M, g) and (M, g) are 
conformally related: y = s2-‘y, or y” = y* (Q-’ is the factor consistent with 
(1.1)). Then the familiar conformd covariance result for the Dirac equation 
can be stated as 
Ql(Q (n-l+/) = Q(“f wyV/, WE@, P-1) 
where P = y”V, and 2 = -pv,. Now for some R-linear combination 
P = c,D + c,E + c,F + c,G, w-9 
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we would like to have a covariance relation of the form 
P(PY) = aa+ l_pY, YE x, (2.3) 
for some a E JR, in analogy with (2.1). Toward this end, we calculate that if 
I’,,’ are the Christoffel symbols, V=X, =raoaXJ, then 
-r,,” = n-‘(z-,,A + s,4wq - g,rpA), w=lnR, o,=a,w. 
The spin connection one-form ua = -$,s’yA y4 deforms according to 
q,=n-yu,+e,>, 62 = -b,(Y, Y5 - lb,). (2.4) 
Equation (2.4) and the definitions give 
D(f2V) - P+‘L,Y = W(-z(y) E(B) + m(y) &(dO)] Y 
E(U’Y) - 0”’ l&Y= fia[-.z(B) z(y) + (a $ 1) E(dco) z(y)] Y 
F(PY) - f2’+ ‘_FY = LF[t(f?) c(y) - (a - (n - 2k - 1)) I(&) E(Y)] Y 
(2.5) 
G(cPY) - P+‘_GY = Q”[c(y) z(B) - (a - (n - 2k)) E(Y) z(dw)] Y. 
A local computation using (1.1) and (1.2) gives 
EC@ a> = -e) He> + 
n-2k-1 
2 ~.a yA + ~0) @w) 
l(4 E(Y) = -W EC@ - f@4 W + %r) E(du) (2.6) 
4Y) 4@ = 4r> E(Q) - 
n - 2k 
___ wa yA + fl(do) E(Y) - $(dW) r(y) 2 
on yk. (As an operator on S$, y’ carries a simple element I,!I @ u to 
~‘$0 u.) With P as in (2.2), we get from (2.5) and (2.6) that 
P(l2??q-J2a+l_PY 
= 8” 
I 
l(Y) E(e)[-cD t CE - c, + CG] 
+wAyA - 
[ 
n-2k-1 n - 2k 
2 cE -TCG 1 + l(Y) E(dW)[qJ + fCF] + E(dO) z(y>[(a +1) c, -jc,] 
+ z(d0) c(y)[ (n - 2k - $ - a) c, + $c, ] 
+ E(Y) z(do)[-cE + (n - 2k - a) cG] 1 . (2.7) 
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To make the z(y) $19) term vanish, we assume that 
Since 
-c, + CE - c, + co = 0. (2.8) 
Z(Y) E(~w) + E(~w) Z(Y) = z(~w) E(Y) + E(y): z(~w) = W& 
the right side of (2.7) can be expressed as a real multiple of w,y” if we 
assume 
ac,t~c,=(a+l)c,-fc, (2.9) 
(n - 2k - $ - a) c, + fco = - c, + (n - 2k - a) co. (2.10) 
The system (2.8)-(2.10) of 3 linear equations in the 4 unknowns c,, c,, 
cF, cG has a one-dimensional solution space generated by 
CD=CE=CF=CG= 1, (2.11) 
unless a = (n - 2k - 1)/2. In this case we have the 2 linearly independent 
solutions (2.11) and 
n-2kt2 n - 2k 
c, = 
2 ’ cE=T, 
c, = 0, co = 1. (2.12) 
Recalling that D t E + F + G = 0, we see that we get a nonzero covariant 
operator only when a = (n - 2k - 1)/2. To state the theorem on conformal 
covariance, we use a particularly symmetric expression (see Remark 2.2) for 
this operator. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P, be the operator 
@+2)0+/=-/3F-(/?-2)G, 
n - 2k 
P=, (2.13) 
on Yk. Then P, is covariant under conformal deformation in the sense that 
pk(@n-Zk- 1)/Z y) = #n-2k+ 1V2_pk ly 
when g = s2’g and _y = .R-‘y. 
When k = 0, P, is the Dirac operator up to a constant factor, and we 
recover (2.1). 
Remark 2.2. Not surprisingly, the Yk and YnPk versions of the theorem 
carry the same information via the Hodge * operator. If @ E ZZ”,;:, we define 
the O-reduction of Cp by 6 = Qpeq@, i.e., by 
&I. * ‘%D,* . ‘D, = @al.. ‘%),*, *eQ; 
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- is an automorphism of the mixed tensor-spinor algebra; f= g, and the 
Hodge * operators (considered as (k, n - k)-tensors) satisfy i = *. The 
definition of * (see [l]), which depends on a local choice of orientation, 
extends from forms to spinor-forms in the obvious way, giving 
6= (-1) n(k+l)+ltq *J*, z(y) = (-l)“‘k+‘)+q * E(Y)*, 
** = (-l)k’“-k’+9 on pi, 
where q is the number of minus signs in the metric signature. If 
P, = c~,~D t c,,,E t c,,,F t c~,~G is the covariant operator (2.13) on Y,, 
C D,n-k = CG.k, C E.n-k = ‘F.k) 
CF.n-k = CE,h, C G,n-k = ‘D.k’ 
Thus 
P, = **PndkX. 
The .?i version of the theorem says 
(2.14) 
‘k@ 
cn- I)/2 $3’) = Q'"' 1)/2(~k tjY)‘* (2.15) 
Knowing only this, and using (2.14) , 3 = *, and the automorphism property 
of N) we get 
Pn-k(a (fl-‘,‘2(PY)-)=a(~+““(~,_k_xY)-. 
Since 5 Y ranges over Yn _ k as Y ranges over Y,, we get the cYA _k version of 
the theorem. 
3. COVARIANCE UNDER CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let M and N be n-dimensional YR spin manifolds with metric tensors g 
and g’ of the same signature. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A diffeomorphism h: M-+ N is a conformal transfor- 
mation if (h-‘)*g = fi’g’ for some R > 0 E P(N). 
We write h. for the action of a diffeomorphism h on tensor fields as in 
[ 11; on vector fields, h . X= (dh)X, on covariant tensors, h. acts as (h-l)*. 
As noted by Orsted ([ 121, Sect. 2), a conformal transformation h defines an 
action on (1.0) spinors via the spin covering 
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We can think of this action as the identification induced by a conformal 
deformation, followed by the standard action of an isometry; i.e., as coming 
from 
(M, g) 3 (M, (0 0 h) - ‘g) -5 (N, g’). 
Section 2 tells us how to calculate with the extended action 
(3.1) 
h. : 9;;;(M, g) -+ B?;:;(N, g’) 
thus obtained. Note that an arbitrary diffeomorphism does not act on 
spinors; the crucial fact in the above is that h determines a distinguished 
isometry a-‘(d/z), : M, --) NhCxj. Theorem 2.1 and (3.1) now lead to: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (M, g) and (N, g’) be as above, and suppose 
h: M t N is a conformal transformation, h . g = Q’g’. Suppose M and N are 
equipped with conformally related spin representations: h . y = R-‘y’. Then 
if P, is the operator (2.13) on spinor-k-forms in (M, g, y), and P; is the 
similar operator in (N, g’, y’), we have 
PW 
(n-Zk-1)/2h. yf)y)=-+2ktl’/2h. pky, !?YE yk(M). (3.2) 
Proof. Let Pi be the operator (2.13) calculated in (M, 2-‘g, Zy), 
E=s) o h. By Theorem 2.1, 
p;(gcn-2k-1)/2y)=~(n-2k+1)/2pkyl (3.3) 
for YE Yk(M). By construction of D, E, F, and G, the operator (2.13) 
respects isometries: 
P;(h. !P)=h.P;Y. (3.4) 
Putting together (3.3) and (3.4), we get (3.2): 
p/&d”-Zk-l’/2h . y) =p;(h . ($n-Zk-Wy)) 
= h . p;(z(n-Zk-Wy) 
= h . (=:(a-2k+l)/2pk b#f) 
= &n-2kt 1)/2h . p, y, m  
The theory of Lie differentiation of tensor-spinors with respect to 
conformal vector fields, treated in detail in [7], allows us to state an 
infinitesimal version of Theorem 3.2. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A vector field T on (M, g) is conformal if L, g = 2wg, 
o E Coo(M), where L, is the Lie derivative. 
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For a conformal vector field T, it is automatic that 
L,y= -0y (3.5) 
for any choice of spin representation y (see [ 7, 111.2.51). One expects the 
covariance relation 
n-2k- 1 
2 w p, K YE &. (3.6) 
In fact, this can be proved by differentiating (3.2) and using the geometric 
interpretation of the Lie derivative 17, 11.51. Alternatively, one can calculate 
directly with (3.5) and the formula 
yJ,W--J,W=-~& 
8, = -h-+h~ ~5 - Y%J. 
(See (7, 111.6.31.) Th e result is that for a E IR, we get 
D(L~ + aw) - (L, + (a + I)W)D = -Z(Y) 6(e) + al(~) E(~w), 
and similar formulas involving E, F, and G, in analogy with (2.5). Again we 
are led to (2.8)-(2.10), and we get: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional !PR spin manifold with 
spin representation y, and suppose T is a vector field on M with L, g = 2wg. 
If P, is the operator of (2.13), then (3.6) holds. 
Remark 3.5. If M = N, the map h I-P Ph. is a homomorphism from the 
group of conformal transformations on M to the invertible operators on Pi, 
since 
Infinitesimally, if T, and T, are conformal vector fields on M, then 
LIT*.T2, g = T,% - T*u,)g. 
Thus T++ L, + au is a homomorphism from the Lie algebra of conformal 
vector fields to the first-order linear differential operators on Yk. Thus the 
operators P are intertwining dl@erential operators for two representations of 
the conformal group of M. 
Remark 3.6. It is useful to write “reduced” covariance relations for the 
P, under conformal transformations, in analogy with (2.15). If h: M --* N is a 
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conformal transformation, h . g = Q’g’, we define the reduced action h: to 
be W’-‘?h. on 5%‘:;:(M). Equation (3.2) now reads 
P;(Q(n-l)/2h f y) = @“+1)/2h :p,./. 
(3.7) 
Note that hy is still an isomorphism of tensor-spinor algebras. If T is a 
conformal vector field on M, L,g = 2wg, the reduced Lie derivative ,?r 181 
is defined to be L, + (p - q)o on 9;;:. Equation (3.6) becomes 
p, Er+y- ( 
n-1 
w  
1 ( 
Y= z,+ 
n+l 
-w P,!P. 
2 1 
(3.8) 
1, is still a derivation of the tensor-spinor algebra. 
Group theoretically, “reduction” eliminates what is usually called the 
“internal action” of the conformal group on tensor-spinors of a given rank. 
O-reduction (Remark 2.2), the reduced action, and the reduced Lie derivative 
are also convenient for discussion of nonlinear covariant operators (Sect. 4). 
4. NONLINEARITIES AND COUPLING TO YANG-MILLS 
To each linear differential operator on tensor-spinors which admits a 
conformal bidegree [8,9], e.g., the Dirac operator 9, the operators P, above, 
the covariant Laplacian 0 = Cl + (n - 2)K/(n - I) (K = scalar curvature) 
on functions, and the second-order operators 0, on forms introduced in [ 11, 
there is an associated nonlinearity which may be added without disturbing 
conformal covariance. In the case of li and q ,, this is the (n + 2)/(n - 2) 
“power”; in the case of 9 and P,, the correct “power” is (n + l)/(n - 1). 
To be precise, let (A4, g, 7) be as above. The adjunction &’ on tensor- 
spinors is defined in [7,1.3.2]; Sp is the natural generalization of the 
adjunction 
w ’ 
w= ;; 
0 
h 4 = ($, $72, p3, p”> 
w4 
in the usual 4-dimensional Minkowski space spinor calculus. In our general 
setting, & carries 8i -f (a’)* = A?$!, and conformally equivalent (g, v) 
produce the same .&‘. For w  E 8’, (&v, w) is real. (Here ( , ) is the pairing 
of 8’ and (a’)*.) We define a metric Gk on simple spinor-k-forms by 
G’(w 0 u, w’ 0 u’) = (w, dvl’> gk@, ~‘1, 
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and extend by bilinearity. Here gk is the metric on k-forms induced by g [ 11. 
For y E yk and p rational, Set 
y(p) = Gk(y, ly)(p-I)/2 y, 
Now let (g, y) = (.Q*g, Q-‘y) as in Section 2. Let W be the G-reduction as - - 
in Remark 2.2; then g” = gk (from [ 11) and 
G” = Gk. (4.1) 
Thus if 
Sk(Y) =p,yy ay(‘n+l)‘(n-‘)), (4.2) 
and if -sk is the similar operator with all terms (including the nonlinearity) 
calculated with respect to (g, y) instead of (g, y), we have by (2.15) and - - 
(4.1): 
sk(Q 
cn-1,/2~)=.(,+l)/2(Sky)~. (4.3) 
Following the diagram (3.1) we can also get covariance of the sk under 
conformal transformations and vector fields. 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) Under conformal deformation (g, y) -+ (g, y) = 
(R’g, W’y), the operafor sk of (4.2) deforms as in (4.3). 
- _ 
(b) Suppose h: (M, g, y) -+ (N, g’, y’) is a conformal transformation, 
h . g = R2g’, h . y=.R-‘y’. Let h: be the reduced action of Remark 3.6. 
Then ifsk and s; are the operators (4.2) in M and N respectively, 
~;(f-jn’“-‘)/~h : y) = Q”‘+‘)/*h : sk(yI), YE 9;(M). 
(c) Suppose T is a conformal vector jield on (M, g, y), L, g = 2og, 
L, y = -coy. Let (Sk),,, be the linearization of sk at YE 97i: 
(S,),E = P,S+aGk(Y, Y)11C”-1)3+&Gk(Y, Y)c2-fl)‘cn-1’Gk(Y,~)Y. 
Then 
In physics, one encounters “mixed” nonlinearities in systems of field 
equations. For example, suppose n = 4; then the Dirac operator and 
covariant Laplacian m = Cl + K/6 are covariant via 
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Writing z2~ = Q, (v, &v) = Iv, we see that the nonlinear operator 
0 ( 
9P+ Qo + a$ + bpy 
w 9w f c9w 1 (4.4) 
is covariant in the sense that 
In terms of the Lagrangian formalism, the linear system aj, = 0, 9~ = 0 
comes from a quadratic Lagrangian density 
where rPp = -(V,tj7) y” on the (0, 1)-spinor 1,3. Here Idol* = g’(&, do), so 
that %ad depends on g and y. The operator s of (4.4) (if c = 26) comes 
from a Lagrangian density 9&, + ,9&, where the interaction Lagrangian 
density is 
ik& = btjiyq t $aq”. 
Covariance is reflected in 9&, by 
L~&&?D, Q3’2w) t div = .C)4(Z&ad(9, w) + $1, 
where, as always, underlined quantities are calculated relative to (g,_v) = 
(Sz’g, .R-‘y), and “div” represents an exact divergence, i.e., a function-in the 
range of 6. The interaction has 
A more interesting mixed nonlinear system is obtained by “coupling to 
Yang-Mills.” We shall assume for the remainder of this section that n = 4, 
and describe (somewhat informally) how P,, P,, and 8, fields can be 
coupled into a Yang-Mills-Higgs-Dirac system. (We need no assumption on 
the metric signature.) For our model, which is not the most general or 
physical one, we choose a compact semisimple linear Lie group G with Lie 
algebra 6, and replace all tensor-spinors with tensors-spinors valued in 6. 
(Here and in what follows, we assume the triviality of the G-bundle 
structures which are implicitly used; this is no loss because conformal 
covariance is a local result, and because all equations and Lagrangians will 
be gauge-invariant.) 
Let j be a spinor index (running from 1 to 4), and a, b indices in 6, raised 
and lowered by - (the Killing form). Choose a B-valued one-form A 
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(representative of the Yang-Mills connection in our trivialization). If Q, is a 
tensor-spinor, set 
TA, . . ..i..jl...jr =V,@ A,...l,,j,...j,+ [A,,~~,...lp.j,...jrl) 
] , ] being the bracket in 8. Let F,, = V=A, - V,A, + [A,, A,J be the 
curvature of A, a B-valued 2-form. Let p be a function and v a spinor field 
(both B-valued). Gauge transformation by U: M-+ G takes A, t+ 
U-‘A, U + U-‘(V, U), and consequently F,, ++ U- ‘Faa U, p M U-‘VU, 
and lyj w  U- ’ JU. 
Now, roughly following ]3], we consider the system 
-OAF.,, = J, 
6q=K 
%,v=H, 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
where the Yang-Mills current is 
b, and b, being real scalars; and K and H are smooth functions of cp, w, W 
chosen so that (4.6) and (4.7) imply 
+J, = 0. (4.8) 
For example, we can require that K and H come from a gauge-invariant 
Lagrangian density 
The free part of the equations, coming from gquad, together with the gauge 
invariance of each term in qnt, forces (4.8). The system (4.5~(4.7), which 
we write as y(A, p, w) = 0, is now conformally covariant [3] in the sense that 
y(A, .Ryl, R3”ty) = (@A’, R3p’, Q5’*iy’), (A’, q’, w’) = y(A 9, w>- 
We now indicate how P,, P,, and aj2 fields can be incorporated into the 
Yang-Mills-Higgs-Dirac system. From [ 11, on (ordinary) 2-forms q, 
(4.9) 
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where rrrD is the Ricci tensor. The conformal covariance relation satisfied by 
6, is q ,(Q-‘y1) = 00, II, or, in terms or the Q-reduction N, 
wm=~3@*d-. 
The results of Section 2 give 
P,(.Lq = a5’ye, ()“, 
P,(B3’2tq = 125’2(p28)w, 
where 
(P, g, = 4yq r, - WV, &I - 2Y,% 9 
(p2 elan = 27-9, e,, - 2+, BAD t 2+V, @,, - ~Y,V%~ + GYP%, . 
(4.10) 
Now let r, <, and 8 be G-valued, and define p,, p2, and 8, by changing V 
to 6 in (4.9) and (4.10). (One must take care with the expression for i?lz in 
classical notation; commuting derivatives now produces terms involving F as 
well as the Riemann tensor.) We can now append equations 
8*q = L, P,<=M, &8=N (4.11) 
(The orders of the nonlinearities are determined by the reduced conformal 
bidegrees of the linear operators; thus all terms in grit are still schematically 
9999 or vvp.) We can also change the Yang-Mills current to 
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The new quadratic Lagrangian is gotten by adding 
2 Re fa,j(P, {)“‘j + 2 Re f?@,, j(P, B)““,j 
+ l@12 - IhI2 - tK b12 + IDa4va%14 + +&Yn) 
to the old Sk&,. 
(4.5)-(4.7) and (4.11) give a gauge-invariant system, say 
yf(.4, q, I(/, q, &0) = 0, which is conformally covariant in the sense that 
yf(A, Qq7, a3’*v/, Q-‘q, n”‘(, Q-‘/*8) 
= @‘A’, f23~‘, fls/2~/‘. By’, 523’2eJ’, Q”*t?‘), 
(A ’ ,..., l?‘) = 2 + (A ,..., 8). 
We note that for this larger system, the methods of Choquet-Bruhat and 
Christodoulou [ 31 should yield results of global-in-time existence for small 
initial data. 
5. RELATION TO SECOND-ORDER OPERATORS ON FORMS: 
OPERATORS ON HIGHER SPIN BUNDLES 
Let E be the spin bundle of (M, g). The exterior bundle /1 is isomorphic 
with the bundle E @E* of (1, 1) spinors via the map S (]7,1.2.4]): 
here (q”) is any coframe. This allows us to write the second-order covariant 
operators of [ 1 J in terms of spinors. The operator b, on k-forms is given by 
0,=(/?-t I)&!+(/- 1)dS+(/3+ l)@- l)(-J+2V#), 
where p = (n - 2k)/2; J = -K/2(n - 1) (K = scalar curvature); VE = 
-@PO + r”,)/(n - 2) (Y= Ricci tensor); and, if B”, is a (1, 1) tensor and q 
a form, 
B#yl= BaDEBiuq, E5 =E($). . i, = i(X,). 
6, is covariant in the sense that 
D,(n5-‘p) = a”” Q(D 
when g = .R’g; or, in Q-reduced terms, 
Wn(*-*)‘* @) = Q(“+*)‘*( &))“. 
601/54/l-2 
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Looking now at sections of E @ E*, let P and P be the Dirac operators 
PY = y”Q- Y, BY = -(Qa Y) y”. 
Set La !P = y” !P and R” !P = Yy”. The following table (taken partly from 
17, V.4.1)) is a “A to E @ E *” dictionary for the relevant operators. 
Operator A SAS 
d 
6 
El 
2 
(-l)““(n - 2k)= 2(-l)k”P 
B# (supposing II,, = ED,) 
$(P t (-l)k”P) 
f(P + (-l)kP) 
j(L-4 + (-1)W) 
f(-L.4 + (-lYR.4) 
M = L”R, 
I(-l)‘B”,L”R, + fB”, 
This gives 
4q(-l)k+“Sj,) s-l = (P’ + P2)M + 2(PP + FP) - V*,LDR,(M2 - 4), 
so that the operator D’ on sections of E @ E* given by the right side 
satisfies 
On a flat space, R” with the standard metric dx’ @ dx’ t ..a + 
d~P~d~P-d~P+‘~~P+l-... - dx” @ dx” of any signature (p, n - p), 
spinors can be considered as vectors in some CN, and (1, 1) spinors as 
matrices in cNXN. In this picture, 
D,& !P = -2M ~?=a, Y - 4y”(a,a, Y) y4. 
The spinor-form bundle E @A is isomorphic with E @ E @ E* by the 
above, and the operators (- l)kt ‘P, correspond to 
C’ = (y”),(MQa + (R,L’ + L,R’) Q,), 
where (y”), = y” @ 10 I. C’ is covariant in the sense that 
qp-wq = f-)‘nt1)/2_cr3* 
Now let 
E’m’=E@ ..a BE. 
m  times 
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B @ E* is isomorphic with Et2’ via I@&‘, and E@AzE@E@E*s 
Ec3’. This allows us to relate squares of the P, to the ak, in rough analogy 
with the relation between Tp2 and Cl. In general, if A is a section of E @ E*, 
let A act on Ecm) by 
sth place 
and let 
By [7, 1.3.21, &‘y= (-l)‘q+’ y 3 *y, where q is the number of minus signs 
in the metric signature. Thus &C’ becomes 
c = W,M*3V, + (YU)2M,3Va + W3MlZVa 
as an operator on Ec3), and, on a flat space, fD;lat becomes 
&at = -2M,2 a’=a, - ~W,(Y% ama,. 
Squaring C in a flat space and using 
M,zM,, -t M,$f,z = -2M233 (5.1) 
we get 
(C2)“at = C-M,, a=a, - w=>,w* aa%> Ml2 
+ C-M13 aaa, - ww”), Gw43 
+ (442, aaa, - W”>2(r5>3 a&J M2, 
5 #,2%2 + D,,M,, + D23442d 
Here D,, is such that if < is a constant vector in CN, 
D,z(v, 0 ~2 0 t> = %t(v~ 0 w,) 0 <. 
This is analogous to the following well-known relation between P2 and Cl on 
a flat space: if c is a constant spinor and f a function, 
~2v3 = G!!K 
Of course, all these flat space correspondences can be generalized to 
correspondences between top-order symbols in a curved space. Note that the 
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above does not give a relation between an individual P, and an individual 
ok, but only one between the collections (PJ and (a,). 
The above realization of (Pk) as an operator on Er3’ suggests a 
generalization to E(*‘+‘), I > 0. We set 
where Co) denotes the sum over all partitions of {l,..., 21 t 1) - {s} into 
unordered pairs (t, , U, },..., {t,, ur}. Define a first-order operator on 
Cm(E (Z&l)) by 
2Ii 1 
Pc2’+‘) = ST1 (y”)sNT,. 
We claim that if g=R’g, y=fi-‘y, then 
p(21+1) ~~~-1,/2yl)~~ncn+l~l’p’“t’,*~ 
. ( 
Since va = Sz- ‘(Va + d,) on C”(E), where 0 is as in (2.4), 
2/t 1 
v,=Q-’ v,t t: w,>, on P(E(“+ I’). 
s= 1 
Thus if a is real, 
By the definition of 0, the second term in the brackets on the extreme right is 
-q T w,(y’l),W. 
As for the third term. 
z (Y”LW~Jt = - i (c N”&q3(YD)t - 22 2: w,(Y’)s4 9 (5.2) 
s.t s 
Sff Sff 
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since NS commutes with (y”),. Fixing t for the moment, 
x NSM,,= c ~‘S’M6,t, a.. MS,,,MSf. (5.3) 
s 9 
Sfl Sfl 
We may assume that in each term on the right side of (5.3), f, = f. This gives 
Ix 
s 
NSMSf = ; IY”)%It, **. MS,-,t,-,%tWf~ 
Sfl t,s,udistinct 
where C”“) denotes the sum over all partitions of (l,..., 21+ 1) - (t, s, U) 
into unordered pairs (sl, t,} ,..., (s,-, , t,- 1 ). By (5. l), 
=- \’ \“tsu) M - - Slfl **. MS,-+-, M,, = -2lN”‘. 
s.u 
r.s,udistinct 
This means the expression on the right of (5.2) is zero, and 
and we have proved: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let P”‘+‘) = C:‘=‘,’ (Y”)~N~V~ on Cm(E’2’t”). Then if 
g=R2g, y=.R-‘y, we have 
p’2111) Q'n-l,/2lp 
( I- - 
~~'n+l~l2p'2i+l,y* 
Based on the relationships between 7’ = P”) and Cl, and between C = P’3) 
and the collection (l%J u D, it is natural to conjecture that there exists a 
second-order differential operator, of conformal bidegree ((n - 2)/2, 
(n + 2)/2), on sections of I?“‘), I > 0. Beyond second-order operators, 
Paneitz [ 14) has recently shown that there exists a fourth-order operator 
D’4’ on functions (n # 1, 2) in a general pseudo-Riemannian manifold, of 
conformal bidegree ((n - 4)/2, (n + 4)/2). According to more recent 
calculations by the author, there exists a general fourth-order operator D$,s 
on forms of conformal bidegree ((n - 4)/2, (n + 4)/2) when n # 1,2,4. 
However, there seems to be a curvature obstruction to the existence of a 
general sixth-order covariant operator D’@ on functions, viz., 
raq(-Vlr4a + 2V, r4,J = 0 (5.4) 
20 
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order of 
FIGURE 1 
(vanishing of a one-form) on both the original and conformally deformed 
manifolds. (Details of these results will appear separately.) 
At any rate, the results of this section indicate that it might be possible to 
get some information on such high-order covariant operators by raising the 
Pczr+” to powers and processing the results, to obtain operators on lower 
spin bundles. This program is roughly described by Fig. 1. Note that 
“critical dimensions” (like n = 4 for Di$,,S, dimensions in which the 
covariant operators do not exist), and curvature obstructions like (5.4), may 
intervene at certain arrows in the diagram. 
Finally, some important semisimple Lie groups may be realized as the 
conformal transformation groups of familiar manifolds. In such situations, 
all the linear operators discussed above become intertwining differential 
operators for representations of these groups. For example, SU(2,2) is (up 
to covering) the conformal group of 4-dimensional Minkowski space. (For a 
discussion of •i and r0 as intertwining operators for SU(2,2), see [6]). The 
groups O(p + 1, q + 1) are related in the same way to the conformal 
compactifications (SP x Sq)/7, of the flat signature (p, q) spaces. Thus we 
have new ‘intertwining operators for representations of all of the noncompact 
orthogonal subgroups. 
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